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| About The Extension  

Responsive Banner extension for Magento 2 extends native Magento banner functionality and provides an ability 
to manage banner widget, enable bullets, specify rotation frequency and speed. Responsive Banner is the easiest 
and most effective way to show a series of images or video to highlight your promotions, sales and discounts, or 
new products. Extension allows to use different images for desktop, tablet and mobile versions. 
 
The Grid Widget Templates provides an additional ability to create a widget using grid templates. This will allow you 
to manage widget content and create complex grids for banners without any development –  just choose a template 
and select suitable banners. You will be able to see grid widget on desktop, tablet and mobile devices.  

  

| Back-office Features 

 Upload images to banner in the image management tab, different images can be uploaded for the 

desktop/ mobile version. 

 Upload video in MP4 to banner; 

 Specify link to the uploaded image (product / category / custom); 

 Specify navigation titles for the bullets on the widget; 

 Enable loop for the widget; 

 Specify rotation speed; 

 Widget templates are created to manage grid widget content. The following widget templates could be 

used:   

o Three Blocks Widget;  

o Six Blocks Widget;  

o Eight Blocks Widget; 

 

| Storefront Features 

 Widget with rotating banners. 

 Navigation between banners using navigation titles or bullets. 

 Ability to run video in a banner (video could have video preview or image preview). 

 Widget with 3 / 6 / 8 banners 
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| Initial Configuration 

Stores > Configuration > Ewave Extensions > Responsive Banner 
 

Setting Name Values Description 

Image type 
 

Jpg,jpeg,gif,png Text field to specify image types allowed to upload for a 
banner 

Image MIME type Image/jpeg,image/png Text field to specify image MIME types allowed to upload 
for a banner 

 

| Responsive Banner in back-office 
 

Step 1.  To create Responsive Banner widget you have to create banners first. Please go to Content > Banners and 

click “Add Banner” button. On the banner detail page you can see a new tab “Images and Videos”, open it and 

upload image or video (mp4) file.  

When image is uploaded you will be able to add one more image using the link. You are able to specify a role for  

uploaded images. You have to click on the uploaded image, popup appears where you can choose the role for 

image (not a multiselect, 1 image = 1 role). Then close popup and selected role will be shown under the image. 
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Note: if you will add an image which doesn’t fit specified role aspect ratio – image will be shown with a white 

stripes indicating a space which doesn’t fit the role. 

 

To upload a video click on “Add Video” button. New Video popup displays where you can add the file and set other 

options for the video banner.  

 

 
 

Note: Only 1 video can be added to a banner. After that  “Add Video” button will be disabled.  

Preview image is default Magento placeholder. 
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Also you are able to add link to category or product to the banner using new link types. Select Link type in 

dropdown > Choose product or select category and save banner. 

 

 
 

 

Limitations: 
 

 Video banners cannot be used for Grid Widget  

 Video format allowed for banner is MP4 only 
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Step 2.  Create a widget with “Responsive Banner” type. Under the Widget Options tab you can select banners and 

specify additional settings. 

 
 

 

| Grid widget in back-office. 
 

Step 1.  To configure grid widget go to ‘Content > Banners’ and  create 3, 6 or 8 banners - depends on which 

template you want to use for a widget. When banners are created go to ‘Content > Widgets’ and сlick “Add widget” 

button. On the opened page select theme and widget type “Grid widget”  
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Step 2. On the new widget page under “Widget Options” tab you have to specify the template for 3, 6 or 8 blocks 

and 3, 6 or 8 banners according to the template. Visual example of the selected grid will be under selection 

dropdown, numbers in the template is a banner position.  

 
 

 
 

If qty of banners is not equal the number of blocks in template you will see a notification message. 
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| Banner rotator on storefront. 
 
When banner rotator widget created you are able to see banner on the specified page.  
Breadcrumbs, Autoplay, Rotation speed, video in popup and other settings affects widget on storefront. 
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| Grid widget on storefront 
 
When Grid widget created you are able to see grid with banner on the specified page. Grid available on desktop, 
tablet and mobile. 
 
Examples of 8 and 3 banners widgets on mobile 
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Examples on desktop/tablet  3, 6 and 8 banners in the grid widget 

 
 

 
 

 
 


